Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Constraint programming (CP) is a powerful method to model and solve NP-complete problems in a declarative way. Typical research problems in CP are among others rostering, graph coloring, optimization, resource management, planning, scheduling and satisfiability (SAT) problems \[[@CR12]\].

Because the search space of constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) and constraint satisfaction optimization problems (CSOPs or COPs) is immensely big and the solution process often needs an extremely high amount of time we are always interested in improving the solution process. There are various ways to describe a CSP in practice and consequently, the problem can be modeled by different combinations of constraints, which results in the differences in resolution speed and behavior.

In particular, there is the possibility to represent a CSP with only one constraint or with constraints, which are of the same kind. Inspired by the concept of np-complete problems, we introduce the definition of fd-complete constraints.

A *finite domain complete constraint (fd-complete constraint)* is a finite domain constraint which can represent every other fd constraint. Thus an fd-complete constraint can be used to replace each other constraint in a CSP.

Possible representatives of fd-complete constraints are the *table* constraint or the *regular membership* constraint. Previous researches show how constraints can be transformed into *table* \[[@CR2]\] and *regular membership* \[[@CR8]--[@CR11]\] constraints. These publications also showed, that already the transformations into a *regular membership* or *table* constraint can improve the solving speed of a CSP.

In this paper, we want to go a step further. We not only transform parts of a CSP into an fd-complete constraint, we transform the whole CSP into one, which contains only a set (of the same kind) of fd-complete constraints. Thus we have the possibility to use a solver, solver settings or search strategies which are optimized for the used constraints.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. [2](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}, we explain the necessary definitions of constraint programming. In Sect. [3](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}, we introduce our new concept of fd-complete constraint satisfaction problem. Section [4](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"} shows the transformation of a regular CSP into a binary variable scalar CSP. In Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}, a rostering example is given to underline the benefit of finite domain CSPs. Finally, Sect. [6](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"} draws a conclusion and proposes research directions in the future.

Remark 1: {#FPar1}
---------

We use the notation of a *regular* constraint as a synonym for *regular membership* respectively *regular language membership* constraint.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

In this section we introduce some basic definitions and concepts of constraint programming (CP) and show the relevant constraints, which are used in the rest of the paper. We consider *CSPs*, which are defined in the following way.
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The *table* constraint is one of the most frequently used constraints in practice. For an ordered subset of variables $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Based on the definition of the regular constraint, we use the notion of a regular constraint satisfaction problem, and analogously the notation of a table CSP:
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                \begin{document}$$C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots , c_m \}$$\end{document}$ is a set of *table* constraints over variables of *X*.

FD-Complete CSPs {#Sec3}
================

After we defined fd-complete constraints and showed two examples (the *table* and the *regular* constraint), we will extend this concept a little bit more. The possibility to substitute a constraint or a subset of constraints of a CSP with an fd-complete constraint can lead to a speed up in the solution process \[[@CR2], [@CR8]--[@CR11]\]. The problem is that it is mostly not useful to transform a whole CSP into another one with only one fd-complete constraint, which substitutes all constraints of the original CSP. In most cases, the transformation process will be more time consuming than solving the original problem.

Mostly, we can reduce this slow-down significantly and reach a speed-up, if we substitute only some of the constraints $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In contrast to this, we will explain why it can be useful to create a CSP $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The advantage is, that we may be able to (create and) use specialist constraint solvers for CSPs which have only constraints of a special type (a popular example is the simplex algorithm, which allows only linear optimization under linear side conditions). Furthermore, we can create and use more efficient search strategies and solver settings if the used constraints have the same shape.

Also interesting for future researches is, that a CSP *P* with only one kind of constraint may be able to be transformed easier into other models for example a SAT model and make it possibly simpler to transfer a constraint problem of a given language into another one. The last idea is for example used to translate MiniZinc \[[@CR18]\] models into other models (like Gecode \[[@CR17]\], Google OR-Tools \[[@CR1]\] or Choco \[[@CR15]\] models). Thus, many constraints, which were entered in MiniZinc, will be translated into the *table* constraint.

Based on the potential benefit of CSPs, which contain only fd-complete constraints, we created the definition of an fd-complete CSP.

A *finite domain complete constraint satisfaction problem (fd-complete CSP)* is a CSP $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Examples for an fd-complete CSP are the *regular CSP* \[[@CR9]\] or the *table CSP*. We call fd-complete CSPs with *n* different kinds of constraints fd-complete CSPs of degree *n*. We differentiate between two kinds of fd-complete CSPs. On the one hand we have directly convertible fd-complete CSPs like table or regular CSPs. Every general CSP $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the other hand, there are **i**ndirectly **c**onvertible **fd**-complete CSPs $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The Binary Scalar CSP as a Representative of FD-Complete CSPs {#Sec4}
=============================================================

In this Section, we will introduce a description of how a general CSP *P* can be transformed into a CSP $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$P^{\text {bvsc}}$$\end{document}$ only contains scalar constraints, we expect that a possibly more accurate and more specialized solver can be created to solve it.

Traditionally, an input CSP *P* for a SAT solver contains binary variables and logic constraints like *and*, *or*, *implication*, *negation* etc. It is also possible to transform a regular constraint into a set of logic constraints, but we will see, that the transformation into a set of *scalar* constraints is more compact. Thus, we expect that a specialized solver for *scalar* constraints over binary variables works faster than a usual SAT solver.

The transformation from a general CSP *P* to a binary variable scalar CSP $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Step two: transform the regular CSP $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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There are two kinds of variables in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Remark 2: {#FPar2}
---------

The constraints in Eq. [1](#Equ1){ref-type=""} and [2](#Equ2){ref-type=""} are the reason, why we use scalar constraints instead of logic constraints, because such *count* constraints are just not compactly representable as logic constraints, but very simple as scalar constraints.

Remark 3: {#FPar3}
---------
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Experimental Results {#Sec5}
====================

For demonstrating the benefit of fd-complete constraints and fd-complete CSPs, we use a rostering problem close to the presented one in Section 4.1 in \[[@CR9]\]. Briefly summarized, consider the rostering problem four shifts (0 = day off, 1 = early, 2 = late, 3 = night shift), *m* employees and *w* weeks. Let *n* be the number of days ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The given restrictions cover some but not all German laws for shift planning, but it is possible to extend the problem for individual use cases. The difference to \[[@CR9]\] is that we changed in restriction $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For our benchmark suite we computed different instances of the rostering problem with number of weeks respectively number of employees is equal to (4, 5, 6, 7 and 8) in different versions: *Naive*: The CSP is directly solved as it is modeled in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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All the experiments are set up on a DELL laptop with an Intel i7-4610M CPU, 3.00 GHz, with 16 GB 1600 MHz DDR3 and running under Windows 7 Professional with Service Pack 1. The algorithms are implemented in Java under JDK version 1.8.0_191 and Choco Solver version 4.0.4 \[[@CR15]\]. We used the *DowOverWDeg* search strategy which is explained in \[[@CR3]\] and used as default search strategy in the Choco Solver \[[@CR15]\].Table 2.A comparison of the solution process of the given rostering problem with different sizes and different modelling versions. ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} shows a comparison of the different modelling versions. For four and five weeks, all approaches found all solutions (100%). The *RegularIntersected* and the *BVSCO* approach are the fastest with distance to the other approaches. Only the *RegularIntersected* approach found all solutions for the 6, 7 and 8 week problem. It is shown how many solutions every approach found in at maximum 600 s, which was the time out. It is visible that the *RegularIntersected* approach is always the fastest and the *BVSC* approach is always the worst. But we also can see, that the by hand optimized *BVSCO* is also always very good, much better than the original approach. In these experiments we did not use reduction methods, which are known from equality and inequality solving. We think that in the future we can find an automatic way from the original CSP to one which is very close to the *BVSCO*, and so one that is much better than the original, naive problem. It is clearly evident, those fd-CSPs like regular CSPs or binary variable CSPs with scalar constraints can lead to significant improvement of the solution process of constraint problems.

Remark 4: {#FPar4}
---------

The transformation time to create the responsible fd-CSPs from the original CSP was always included in the calculation time in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}.

Remark 5: {#FPar5}
---------

The results presented in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"} show already the power of fd-complete constraints (the *RegularIntersected* and the *BVSCO* approach are partial more than 24 times faster as the original naive approach). Further more we may can improve the solution process much more if we use a specific solver for regular CSPs or binary variable CSPs with scalar constraints instead of the general fd-solver Choco.

Conclusion and Future Work {#Sec6}
==========================

We have presented a new class of constraints, which allows describing every other CSP with a single constraint (fd-complete constraint). We extended this approach to fd-complete CSPs, which are also able to represent each other CSP. Furthermore, we introduced an example fd-complete CSP, the binary scalar CSP, and explained why we think, that this fd-complete CSP can improve the solution speed of general CSPs. In Sect. [5](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"} was shown that the use of fd-CSPs like regular CSPs or binary variable CSPs with scalar constraints can improve the solution process of CSPs in a significant way.

Future work includes the creation of specialist constraint solvers, specialist search strategies and specialist constraint solver settings. We expect that there are a big number of fd-complete constraints and fd-complete CSPs and, therefore, also a high number of specialist constraint solvers and search strategies, which need to be discovered. Moreover, we need an algorithm to decide into which fd-CSP we should transform given problems.
